
METEO 473: File Input and Output together with a Non-trivial Calculation 
PROGRAMMING QUIZ 4 
The Rules: You have the entire class period to finish this quiz. You can use any example codes 
we have written in class, a book on FORTRAN, or the Web to look up any information that you 
need. You cannot ask other people for help and you must stay within your home directory within 
all windows open on your computer monitor. The TA and Instructor will answer only 
clarification questions at the beginning of the exam.  Once you know what to program, you are 
on your own to write the program. 
Instructions: Please cd to your meteo473 directory that we created together. Now make a 
directory called Quiz4 and cd into this directory. Your directory should show something like: 

/home/meteo/yourlogin/meteo473/Quiz4 
where yourlogin is specific to your account. Please create all of your codes for this quiz in this 
directory.  It is important that you do this as this is the directory in which we will look for your 
codes (as necessary). Leave your quiz in this directory for the rest of the semester as we might 
need to use them at a later time. In the comment block at the top of each code you write, please 
provide your full name and email address. Each of the codes that you write should have 
IMPLICIT NONE as the first line to force declaration of all variables. 

When you believe that you have successfully completed the quiz, email it to both course 
instructors at 

 
 cloth at meteo dot psu dot edu & mkh182 at psu dot edu. 

Quiz 4 is worth 5% of your final course grade.  The program is worth a possible total of 100 
points.  A code that compiles receives 5 points and a code that runs without bombing receives 5 
points.  A code that produces the correct output receives 20 points.  The remaining 70 points are 
for the correctness of the logic implemented within your program and will be partitioned as 
follows: 20 points for correctly reading in the ASCII data, 20 points for correctly using a 
SUBROUTINE, 20 points for valid logic within the SUBROUTINE and 10 points for properly 
writing the data to an ASCII output file. 

Task:  Copy the file 

 /home/meteo/cloth/Rawinsonde.MIA.20080818.dat 

to your directory 

/home/meteo/yourlogin/meteo473/Quiz4 

Write a program called “ProgramQuiz4.yourlogin.f” that processes the file in the following way:  

• obtains the name of the rawinsonde file from the command line; 
• reads the data into allocatable arrays (you can deal with the four lines of comments at the 

top of the data file in any way of your choosing); 
• passes only the necessary variables to a SUBROUTINE that computes the number 

density of molecules between two pressure and temperature levels using the average of 
the pressures and temperatures on the levels and the following formula: 
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where p is the average pressure in Pa, T is the average temperature in Kelvin, and kb is 
Boltzmann’s constant (1.38E-23); 

• the SUBROUTINE must also compute the total number of molecules found in a vertical 
column of air with a 1 m2 cross sectional area (Hint: You will have to use Δz, the 
difference in height in meters between two levels, for this computation), 

• passes the results of the SUBROUTINE calculations back to the main program that 
subsequently writes them to an ASCII output file in the following format: 

   
        5 ->     111       0.24302760E+26 
    111 ->     280       0.24016383E+26 
    280 ->     305       0.23813066E+26 
    305 ->     610       0.23445092E+26 
    610 ->     646       0.23064100E+26 
    646 ->     693       0.22939774E+26 
    693 ->     787       0.22733445E+26 
    787 ->     796       0.22606762E+26 
    796 ->     914       0.22483565E+26 
    914 ->   1219       0.22069385E+26 
  1219 ->   1279       0.21714894E+26 
                      . 
                      . 
                      . 
30462 -> 30785       0.34005099E+24 
30785 -> 30903       0.32766440E+24 
30903 -> 31090       0.31972520E+24 
31090 -> 31170       0.31375678E+24 
31170 -> 32197       0.28978030E+24 
32197 -> 32358       0.26360612E+24 
32358 -> 32865       0.25120113E+24 
32865 -> 32918       0.24086216E+24 
32918 -> 33225       0.23404407E+24 
 
0.21380456E+30 
 
In the above output the numbers “5 ->     111”, “111 ->     280”, etc., represent the heights of the 
levels in-between which the number densities were computed.  The numbers to the right of the 
height levels are the number densities in UNITS of number per cubic meter.  The number of 
molecules in a vertical column with a 1 m2 cross sectional area is the last number.  If you can 
reproduce these numbers, you do indeed know what you are doing! 


